
STEVE’S AIRCRAFT 

4695 Highland Springs Road 

Lakeport, Ca.  95453 

Reg: N340TL    Make/Model: Cessna 340A   S/N: 340A-0018 

                               Date: 12/1/2016     Hobbs: 3191.0 AFTT: 4214.10 

 
Repair of Damage Deformation, Discrepant Fasteners and One Crack in the LH and RH 
Engine Nacelle Firewalls per Engineering Order Number C340-0004, Drawing Number 
9900000, and FAA Form 8110-3 dated August 4, 2016. See Form 337. 
Complied with MEB99-10 by ultra-sonic testing – see aircraft documents for test results. 
Replaced on LH Nacelle the right engine beam and aft canted bulkhead and canted bulkhead 
cap strip. On RH Nacelle the aft canted bulkhead. See form 337. Engines and all components 
were removed and reinstalled in engine nacelles to facilitate repairs.  
Annual inspection completed this date. Aircraft inspected using Cessna 340A Annual/100hr 
checklist. Replaced ELT battery. Inspected and tested ELT IAW FAR 91.207(d), tests normal. 
Battery expires Sept. 2023. Changed vacuum regulator and induction air filters. Lubed all flight 
controls. Cleaned, inspected and repacked wheel bearings. Cleaned and inspected all fuel 
screens. Replaced rudder pulleys in tail. Adjusted rudder tensions. Adjusted elevator and 
elevator trim cable tensions. Adjusted aileron tensions. Replaced RH up flap cable pressure 
seal. Rigged fuel selectors for proper position in off position. Replaced fuel cap O-rings and 
adjusted caps as needed for proper fit. Performed visual and operational check of aircraft heater 
all found normal. Checked landing gear door tension. Checked landing gear down lock tensions, 
found all to be within limits. Performed several gear extensions and retractions all normal. 
Performed several gear emergency extensions all normal. Replaced Nav light bulb and repaired 
wiring by replacing Knife connectors. Fabricated and installed new fuel line behind LH firewall.    
On both engines Replaced exhaust components from Exhaust ‘wye’ forward using new clamps 
as needed. Aircraft flight test normal. Researched AD’s through 2013-22. Performed AD search 
see AD compliance list for AD status.  
All work performed IAW all current FAA regulations, aircraft service manual and AC 43.13 
1B/2B. I certify this aircraft has been inspected in accordance with an annual inspection and has 
been found to be in an airworthy condition.  
 
List of parts used follows this entry. 
 
Aircraft Limitations:  
1. Flight into known icing conditions is prohibited. 
2. For inadvertent icing encounters increase published speed on approach at least 17 MPH (15 
Knots) 
3 For inadvertent icing encounters, increase runway length by a factor of 1.5 or more due to the 
increase in approach speed. 
 
 

          _____________________________________ 

                                                           Steve Culbertson AP2073958IA 

 

 


